Cochrane resources for translation and dissemination in different languages

Welcome! Here you will find guidance and training materials for Cochrane translation teams and multi-language activities.

Do you have questions, problems, feedback or suggestions on how to improve these materials? Please email support@cochrane.org.
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Useful links

- Info about translation on the community website: https://community.cochrane.org/review-production/knowledge-translation/knowledge-translation-different-languages
- Translation infographic: https://create.piktochart.com/output/27155252-cochrane-translations-infographic-january-2018
- YouTube translation playlist: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCo8P5_ppmQhu2TiZP3PsaHvNmB1c8QEI - If you cannot access

Recent translation blog posts


Translation tasks on Task Exchange

- http://taskexchange.cochrane.org/tasks?by_skill%5B%5D=20
YouTube in your country, please email support@cochrane.org